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CONTACT US!

https://www.chosenwomenempower.org



JOIN US IN IMPACTING 
LIVES IN WOMEN 
THROUGH SISTERHOOD, 
WHOLENESS, AND PURPOSE!      

ABOUT SISTERS NIGHT OUT PART 4: 
MY WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE 2024

Sisters Night Out serves as a dynamic platform, seamlessly 
blending the performing arts with our gospel roots, in a 
compelling effort to uplift and empower women, propelling 
them to embody the fullest expression of their innate design
 and potential.

Estimated Attendance: 200

Location: Bastrop, Texas

Led by Chevalier DeShay, Sisters Night Out Part 4: 

My Wilderness Experience 2024 offers an 

unparalleled in-person opportunity for women

 throughout the United States to unite like 

never before. This event is tailor made for 

women who are in a constant state of 

 evolution, growth, and self-discovery. 

It's a defining moment for those seeking 

to embrace their true selves and unearth 

their ultimate purpose.
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MISSION & VISION
Fostering a Vision of Transformation:

TOP 4 STATES
Texas
Georgia
California
District of Columbia

AGE:
Under 18 – 11%
18 – 25: 4%
26 – 29: 9%
30 –39: 11%

40 – 49: 12%
50 – 59: 19%
60 – 69: 23%
70+: 11%

CHOSEN WOMEN EMPOWER
ATTENDEES

Sisters Night Out Part 4 is an experience that goes beyond the 
surface, delving deep into the heart of each woman's individual 
journey. Just as the wilderness tests and refines, this event is 
designed to prepare women for the trials that life may present, 
empowering them to emerge stronger, more resilient, and aligned 
with their God-given purpose.

The night promises an immersive blend of spirituality and artistic 
expression, as we weave together the threads of our performing arts 
heritage with the devotion of worship. It's a night of oneness, where 
connections are forged, sisterhood is celebrated, and hearts beat 
in harmony.

Sisters Night Out Part 4: My Wilderness Experience—a night of unity, 
connection, and sisterhood, woven seamlessly with the tapestry of 
our spiritual performing arts heritage and the essence of worship

During this purpose-driven signature event, we are set to embark 
on a transformative journey that equips women to triumph over 
every challenge, overcome hardships, and navigate life's storms. 
Through this unique evening, we intend to fortify their faith, kindle 
hope, and stoke the flames of courage that reside within

Learning, Growing, Evolving—these are the cornerstones upon 
which our mission stands. We are dedicated to the profound 
journey of  Empowering women to embrace their innate potential 
and become the embodiment of what they were uniquely created 
to be. Our path is one that leads, unwaveringly, to the discovery of 
purpose—a purpose that ignites every facet of their being and 
propels them towards a life rich with meaning, impact, and fulfillment.
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PARTNERSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES 

PARTNERSHIP 
OVERVIEW!
Collaborating with Chosen Women Empower and Sisters Night Out 
opens the door to unparalleled brand promotion and recognition 
endeavors. It paves the way for enriching engagement with attendees 
who are on a transformative journey towards discovering and 
embracing their purpose. Through these interactions, your brand gains
a remarkable platform for growth and connection, fostering an 
environment where your presence resonates deeply. 

Our unique and intimate experiences hold the power to propel your 
brand's expansion and outreach. As attendees engage with your offerings, 
they become part of an authentic narrative of growth and empowerment. 
This affiliation with Chosen Women Empower and Sisters Night Out 
transcends traditional marketing—it becomes a symbiotic relationship that 
not only bolsters your brand's visibility, but also contributes to the collective
journey of purpose-driven women.

Together, we cultivate an environment where your brand's essence 
harmonizes seamlessly with the aspirations of our attendees. Join hands with 
us and be part of an extraordinary narrative of transformation, empowerment, 
and purpose, where your brand's growth and reach find new heights through 
meaningful connections and resonant experiences.
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Empowerment to Embrace Purpose: 
Your generosity empowers women to 
embrace their God-assigned purposes 
with renewed fervor. By participating in 
this event, they are equipped with the 
tools, inspiration, and courage to pursue 
their destinies with unwavering
 determination.

WHAT YOUR 

Introduction to Spiritual Performing Arts: 
Through your sponsorship, you introduce 
women to the captivating world of spiritual 
performing arts. This exposure enriches 
their spiritual experiences, offering a new 
lens through which they can connect with
their faith.

Infusing Strength and Hope:
Through your support, women are fortified 
with the strength to endure life's storms and 
hardships. Your generosity gives them the 
hope and assurance  that they can weather 
challenges and emerge victorious on the 
other side.

SPONSORSHIP MEAN:
Your sponsorship for Sisters Night Out Part 4: My Wilderness Experience 
initiates a profound impact that touches the lives of countless women. 
Here's how your support translates into transformative outcomes: 

All of these profound transformations and empoweromg experiences are made possible through 
your gracious giving. Your sponsorship allows us to offer these opportunities to women without 
any cost, ensuring that every individual who wishes to partake can do so without hinderance. 
Your generosity not only impacts the event, but also ripples through the lives of these women, 
leaving an indelible mark of empowerment, unity, and purpose.

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5. 6. 

Fostering Connections: 
Your support facilitates connections among 
women who share a cmmon desire for growth
and empowerment. These connections extend 
beyond the event, forming a circle of 
networking that continues to thrive long after 
the night of worship.

Sustainable Networking: 
Your sponsorship creates a lasting network 
of support, enabling women to forge valuable 
relationships that endure well beyond the 
event. This community becomes a source of 
strength, encouragement, and collaboration.

Removing Financial Barriers: 
Your sponsorship opens doors to new 
opportunities for women who may be 
facing financial hardships. You create 
avenues that they might not have been 
able to access otherwise, ensuring that no 
one is left behind due to financial constraints.
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With SNO onsite activation, you have a unique opportunity to forge a 
powerful connection between your brand and the attendees of this 
signature night. It's a chance to seamlessly integrate your brand into 
the fabric of the event, fostering social interactions, building bonds, 
and leaving an indelible imprint on the overall brand experience.

Immerse yourself in a dynamic world of engagement, where your brand 
takes center stage. Here's a glimpse of what awaits you during our SNO 
Onsite Activation:

SNO Onsite Activation transcends the boundaries of traditional branding. It's an immersive experience 

that resonates with attendees on a personal level, forging connections that endure long after the event 

concludes. Don't miss this chance to elevate your brand impact, foster genuine interactions, and create 

a lasting impression that extends far beyond the event itself.

INTRODUCING SNO ONSITE ACTIVATION: 
AMPLIFY YOUR BRAND EXPERIENCE

1.Shareable Photo Experiences:
 Immerse attendees in captivating 
photo experiences that showcase 
your brand's essence. These moments 
are not only enjoyable but also 
shareable, extending your brand's 
reach far beyond the event itself.

Video Introduction to Your Brand: 
Elevate your brand recognition with 
a captivating video introduction. This 
audio-visual journey offers a deeper
 insight into your brand's values, 
mission, and offerings, creating a 
lasting impression in the minds of 
the  attendees.

2. 

Brand Giveaways: 
Ignite excitement with brand giveaways 
that leave a tangible memory of your 
presence. These tokens of appreciation
 create a sense of connection and
appreciation, ensuring that attendees 
carry a piece of your brand with them.

3. 
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Spiritual Growth Experience
• Recognition at the event
• 4 T-Shirt
• 4 Tumbler
• 4 weeks of social media recognition
• Name on Step and Repeat Banner
• Sponsorship on Chosen Women Empower Website
• VIP seating for (5) attendees

Provision Season  
• Recognition at the event
• 3 T-Shirt
• 3 Tumbler
• 3 weeks of social media recognition
• Name on Step and Repeat Banner
• Sponsorship on Chosen Women Empower Website

SPONSORSHIP 
PACKAGE

Testing Season
• Recognition at the event
• 1 T-Shirt
• 1 Tumbler
• 1 week of social media recognition
• Sponsorship on Chosen Women Empower Website

Desert Experience  
• Recognition at the event
• Sponsorship on Chosen Women Empower Website

Wandering Journey  
• Recognition at the event
• 2 T-Shirt
• 2 Tumbler
• 2 weeks of social media recognition
• Sponsorship on Chosen Women Empower Website

$500

$2,500

$5,000

The Evolving Experience

• Recognition at the event
• 7 T-Shirt
• 7 Tumbler
• 7 weeks of social media recognition
• Name on Step and Repeat Banner
• Sponsorship on Chosen Women Empower Website
• VIP seating for (10) attendees
• Brand video played throughout social hour
• Main stage presentation

$10,000

$1,000

$1,500
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INTRODUCING THE SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT EXPERIENCE:

FORGE LASTING CONNECTIONS
Elevate your brand by immersing yourself in our Social Engagement Experience

—an exceptional opportunity to connect with our attendees while aligning with 

the profound impact of Chosen Women Empower and Sisters Night Out brands.

Through this engagement, your brand becomes an integral part of our narrative, 

resonating with attendees and fostering a positive perception. Here's how you 

can expect to position your brand for maximum effect:

The Social Engagement Experience is more than a mere marketing 

strategy; it's a testament to the synergy between your brand and our 

empowering mission. By aligning with Chosen Women Empower and 

Sisters Night, your brand becomes part of a movement that uplifts, 

empowers, and resonates with our audience. Seize this 

opportunity to position your brand at the forefront of 

positive change, leaving an indelible mark on hearts 

and minds alike.

Inclusion on Chosen Women Empower Platforms: 
Your brand gains visibility and recognition by being 
featured on the Chosen Women Empower website 
and strategic marketing pages. This inclusion ensures 
that your brand's essence is woven seamlessly into our 
digital ecosystem.

1. Dedicated Social Posts: 
Experience the power of dedicated social posts 
across Chosen Women Empower's vibrant social 
media platforms. These posts showcase your 
brand in a compelling light, reaching our engaged 
audience and reinforcing your brand's values.

2. 

Dedicated Social Media Video Posts: 
Elevate your brand's impact through 
dedicated video posts on our esteemed 
Chosen Women Empower social media 
pages. Videos provide an immersive 
insight into your brand, resonating 
deeply with our audience and creating 
an enduring connection. 

3. 
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SISTERS NIGHT OUT: 
A PIONEERING MOVEMENT
As the very definition of womanhood undergoes a remarkable evolution, the quest for self-identity within 
this dynamic paradigm becomes all the more crucial.

Fuelled by Chevalier DeShay's fervent dedication to enriching the lives of women, sharing her lessons, 
experiences, and personal journey, Sisters Night Out emerges as a beacon of unity. In 2021, amidst a 
season fraught with uncertainties that had left many bereft of hope, Sisters Night Out took its inaugural 
virtual steps. It was a testament to Chevalier DeShay's unwavering belief in the power of connection 
and sisterhood.

As the world gradually reopened in 2022, the bonds forged through Sisters Night Out Part 1 resonated 
profoundly. It became evident that this movement needed to transition from virtual realms to in-person
 gatherings, channeling the energy and spirit of connection into tangible experiences. The result was a 
resounding success, marked by doubled attendance, each year surpassing the last. It became evident 
that women were seeking more—a yearning for growth, an urge to evolve, and a longing to connect to 
their intrinsic purpose, crafted by the Divine.

Sisters Night Out isn't merely an event; it's a catalytic force that equips women with the tools and 
resources they need to unearth their authentic selves. In its embrace, the holistic nourishment of 
spiritual, mental, and emotional well-being converges, guiding women towards a state of wholeness. 
This transformation empowers them to elevate every facet of their lives, transcending boundaries, 
and limitations.

This movement is an embodiment of the power of collective unity, where women stand together, bolstered 
by their shared experiences, aspirations, and the inexorable drive to unearth their divine purpose. Sisters 
Night Out is a journey of self-discovery, empowerment, and elevation, designed to lead women towards 
the realization of their truest selves—a testament to the beauty of womanhood in its ever-evolving glory.
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$500 Desert Experience

$2500 Provision Season $5000 Spiritual Growth Experience

$1000 Testing Season $1500 Wandering Journey

Please complete the information below:

Company/ Individual name: Company, Contact name:

Address: City/State/Zip:

State/Zip:

Phone number: Email:

Credit Card  Please Charge $

Credit Card #

Billing Address

Check  My Check For $

I/We Cannot Attend  Please accept $

Please make check out to Chosen Women Empower

For

As  a Donation using Selected Payment method above.

Checks and Sponsorship form can be mailed or emailed to:
Chosen Women Empower 489 Agnes Ste 112-522 Bastrop, TX 78602

Attention: Tonda Felix Tondafelix@chosenwomenempower.org (512) 782-8478 EXT. 701 

Exp. Date: CSC:

SPONSORSHIP FORMEMPOWER
WOMEN
CHOSEN24

Online Payment  https://www.chosenwomenempower.org

$10,000 The Evolving Experience

SISTERS NIGHT OUT PART 4: MY WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE




